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Upon its initial release, Crysis 2 received many favorable reviews and holds a Metacritic score of 86 and 83/100
for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, respectively. IGN reviewer Anthony Gallegos praised the game's overall

quality and visuals, writing that "The new visuals are stunning, and to be honest, there's a lot to envy from the
looks of it. All and all, if you ask me, it's one of the best looking games available today." GameSpot and GameSpy

reviewer Ryan McCaffrey stated that it is "a beautiful game with a brilliant single player campaign" and
"amazing". GameSpot reviewer Patrick Klepek, while noting major bugs, continued to note the game as "a great
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its story revolved around the nanosuit, an exoskeleton
created by aliens that turned out pretty bad because it

caused: it was tiring to wear, it couldn't move at the right
speeds, and above all, it couldn't be developed on the fly like
a normal suit. just when things were beginning to work out

nicely, the protagonist of the story did a run for his life to get
out of the place the nanosuit was forcing him into. and for
the first time, we witnessed the crysis of these creatures,
with the crysis 2 video game, in fact. crysis 2 was pretty
much the best game of that year, with one of the best

stories, cinematics and environments. it was released on ps3
and xbox 360 on august 4th in north america, and on august
7th in europe. (i'm pretty sure we're all ready to forgive this

crysis 2 cheats release just to give this nice result, am i
right?) crysis 2 had a very nice presentation too, with

absolutely gorgeous graphics and ai that is already quite
good and more refined than in the first game. it was also one
of those games in which you did a lot of stuff in the first five
minutes, before getting the hang of it, and if you played well,
you could still go back and do the same things. i'm sure you
guys already know what i'm talking about, i know i did. you
could improve it's story by playing it, of course, but still, i

highly recommend playing it at least once. because while it
was obvious that crysis 2 would be one of the biggest titles of
the following year (kind of like the first crysis), i was worried
that it would be a disappointing game because ea was pretty

bad at conveying the whole story. because crysis 2 is an
extremely long game, and it is almost impossible to have
that same story in a single player (more than two hours of
gameplay), all your major decisions have to be made in the
first five minutes. if the story seemed pretty important, it's
because we got our $60 worth of crysis 2. and we'd rather
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not have spent it if the game wasn't worth it. 5ec8ef588b
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